
PRACTICE PAPER-2 for PT1 

Subject: ENGLISH                                                                                             Class-V  

OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS (MCQs) 

Reading Comprehension 

Read the passage and answer the MCQs that follow: - 

Collecting is a popular hobby. People enjoy finding interesting examples of 

different items and learning about them. Some of the well-known types of 

collecting include stamp collecting, coin collecting, video game collecting and 

trading cards such as Pokémon cards. People also collect toys, books, comic 

books, and old records. Some people collect antiques and artwork, but these 

hobbies are more rare, because antiques and artwork are usually expensive.  

Instruction for attempting Question number 1 to 7 > Answer the questions 

with reference to the passage. 

1. Which of the following are examples of hobbies? 

A Stamp collecting 

B Trading cards 

C Coin collecting 

D All of the above 

2. Which of the following is not an example of Collecting as a hobby? 

A Collecting toys 

B Collecting books 

C Collecting old records 

D None of the above 

3. Which items are expensive to collect? 

A Video games 

B Antiques 

C Artwork 

D Both B & C 

4. What is the meaning of the word ‘rare’? 

A Not common 

B Not expensive 

C Cannot be collected 

D Excellent   

5. Which of the following is not true for Collecting as a hobby? 

A People collect interesting examples of things and like to learn about 

them. 

B Collecting antiques is a rare hobby. 



C Collecting is an unpopular hobby. 

D   All of the above 

6. ‘Numismatics’ is a term used for collecting- 

      A  Toys 

      B  Books  

      C   Coins 

      D  Stamp 

7.  Pick out the antonym of the word ‘antique.’ 
    A  Ancient 

    B  Obsolete 

    C  Modern 

    D None of the above 

 

Instruction for attempting Question 8 & 9 > Identify the type of noun of the 

underlined noun and tick the correct answer. 

8. The peal of bells woke up everybody.  

A Common Noun 

B Proper Noun 

C Collective Noun 

D Abstract Noun 

9. Shelly is dancing on the stage. 

A Common Noun 

B Proper Noun 

C Collective Noun 

D Abstract Noun 

Instruction for attempting Question  10 to 12 > Choose the correct plural form 

of the noun from the options given below. 

10. The plural of piano is  

A Pianos 

B Piano 

C Pianoes 

D Piano’s     

11. The plural of goose is  

A gooses 

B goosies 

C geese 

D gozen 



12. The plural of child is 

A childs 

B childies 

C children 

D None of the above 

 

Instruction for attempting Question number13 &14 >Choose the correct option 

to fit in the blank. 

13. There are ______________mangoes in the basket. 

A much 

B many 

C a large amount of 

D none 

14. I cannot eat this ___________food. 

A many 

B an 

C much 

D few 

Instruction for attempting Question 15 & 16 > Choose the correct gender for 

the underlined nouns. 

15. The type of gender for the noun prince is 

A Masculine 

B Feminine 

C Neuter 

D Common 

 16. The type of gender for the pronoun their is 

A Masculine 

B Feminine 

C Neuter 

D   Common 

 

Instruction for attempting Question number 17 & 18 > Choose the correct 

option. 

17. The correct meaning of the phrasal word ‘take after’ is 



A To accept something 

B To faint 

C To escape 

D To look like someone 

18. Tick the correct new word made by adding a prefix/suffix. 

A Agreeness 

B imagree 

C Disagree 

D Misagree 

19. Answer with reference to the context. From the options given below 

choose the statement which you think is True. 

 “Go in quietly, and remember to first bite the big man who killed the Krait.” 

A. Rikki-tikki said these words to Chuchundra. 

B. Nag said these words to Nagaina. 

C. Nagaina said these words to Nag. 

D. Both B and C. 

Instruction for attempting Question number20 to 24 > Choose the correct 

option. 

20. How did Nag enter Teddy’s house? 

A. Through Teddy’s window. 

B. Through the sluice in Teddy’s bathroom. 

C. Through the sluice in Teddy’s mother’s bathroom. 

D. none of the above 

 

21. In the story ‘Rikki-tikki and Nag’, Chuchundra is a 

A. mongoose 

B. muskrat     

C. snake     

D. none of the above 

22. A good friend is someone who is- 

A. cheerful 

B. helpful 

C. generous 

D. all of the above 

 

23. Which of the following are the duties of a friend? 

A Complete your friend’s homework for him/her. 

B Cheering a friend who is trying hard. 



C Taking pity on a friend who is sad. 

D Both B  & C 

 

24. According to the poet, who is richer than a prince ? 

A. A person who works hard to earn money. 

B. A person who is honest while participating in competitions. 

C. A person who finds true friendship. 

D. All of the above 

 

SUBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS 

25. Write a letter to your friend in about 50-60 words congratulating him/her 

on his success in the examination. 

 

26. Which trees did not help the little bird? What were the reasons given by 

each? Do you think the punishment by Frost King was correct? Express your 

opinion. (40-50 words) 


